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 In order to comply with the legal requirement with  

regard to driving, working and rest times, the  

recorded data from the digital Tachograph must    

downloaded periodically (from the VU every 3 

months and from the driver card every 28 days) 

and archived safely for a period of at least 12 

months.

 The DLT-6020n is small and light in weight and has a   

longer life battery performance time of 1 � 11/2 year. 

 Simply insert the driver card to the DLT-6020n  and

the  data is read in as little as 37 seconds. 

 The FE cable connects to the serial plug interface 

at the front of the digital tachograph. The   

company card must inserted to the driver card   

no. 2 slot for the download to take place.  

Thereafter just press the button for the type of  

download to happen. 

 �All VU� means download of the entire data stored    

In the VU, �Latest VU� is for downloading the last 

92 days and the driver card, when inserted. To 

read the driver card as well, is part of our 

standard programming. 

 The DLT-6020n can be mounted on a bracket thus 

it is used in a fixed position i.e. drivers reporting 

room. This is turning the DLT-6020n into a download  

station. In such case the VU connection plug would  

become obsolete. It is therefore possible to get the

DLT-6020n without this plug and cable. 

 Data stored in the DLT-6020n would be uploaded to     

a PC via USB cable. Such data transmission would 

require a few seconds only. 

 Memory cards with downloaded data may be send   

home to the company for archiving and analysis by 

either by post or the data by e-mail. 

 The downloaded data is stored in a given format in 

full compliance with EU Regulation. In order of 

being able to read this data a special encoding 

software programme would be required.(Section 

Software) 

 The memory cards are ready formatted for use. They 

are available in the standard trade. To ensure safe 

operation, we recommend purchasing these from 

us only. 

Product FeaturesDigidownPlus DLT-6020n

for all Driver Cards and  

all digitale Tachographen

Used as Download Station as shown 

above or turned by 90° to left when wall 

mounted.



Features and Technical Data � DLT-6020n
 Interface and storage in complying with EU Regulation 3821/85 Annex 1B.

 Robust self-coloured, not painted case.

 Downloads under �ALL VU� or �Latest VU� are including: VU all activities, events/faults and 

detailed speed.

 �ALL VU� download is not very often that the entire mass memory is needed to be downloaded. 

Much more common is �Latest VU� together with �Card�. Latest VU is data of the last 92 days as this 

assembles the legal three months that needs to be archived and our standard programming. The 92

days download takes on average ~15 � 30 minutes, depending on much data needs to be transferred 

and what tachograph is involved.  

 Downloading of the driver card into the DLT-6020n takes just 37 seconds. It is also possible to 

download the DC together with �Latest VU�, in accordance with the way the DLT-6020n 

has been programmed.

 Two options to download to a PC: (1) via USB cable (2) or via a memory card send back to base 

or via e-mail.

 Works with most driving hours and working time analysis software.

 DLT-6020n brackets are available as accessory and are designed for secure bench or wall mounting.

Due to the secure mounting, the DLT-6020n can be positioned out of the work or administration

buildings, in the company yard in a weather protected area, where driver can have access. In this way 

it becomes possible for drivers to download their cards during off hours, outside normal working times.

 Depending upon the mounting position of DTL-6020n and the nearest PC, a permanent USB cable 

connection between the two, can warrant a constant transfer of data. The computer system would 

be complete up to date at all times, as every time a driver card download takes place, the data is 

send immediately to the PC. The position of the PC may be as far away as 50 metres. 

 DLT-6020n is compatible with all approved digital tachographs. 

 Dimensions: 130×70×22 mm

 Weight: ~125 g

 Voltage: 2× 1.5 V 15 A Type AA Batteries

 Cable length: (VU connecting plug) ~ 20,0 cm

 USB connecting cable: ~ 1.8 m

 Memory card: 2 GB

 Delivery content: 1× DLT6020n

1× Memory card

1× USB cable

1× Operating guide
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